[Features of learning in the rat after development of autoimmunity to the hippocampus and cerebral cortex].
228 male rats were twice immunized with either Freund's adjuvant complete (FAC, Calbiochem, USA) or homogenate of the brain structures (hippocampus or neocortex) together with FAC, and then trained in active avoidance reaction (AR) in shuttlebox as well as in conditioned discrimination (CD) in Y-maze with food reinforcement. Immunization of rats with FAC alone was followed by poor facilitation in acquisition of AR under condition of 100% probability of reinforcement, whereas neurosensibilization of the animals with homogenate of hippocampus (with FAC) activated the acquisition of AR to a higher degree. This activating effect decreased and was reversed (depressing effect) when probability of the reinforcement had been reduced to 30%. Immunization of rats with homogenate of neocortex delayed the acquisition of AR in any conditions irrespective of the probability of reinforcement of conditioned stimuli by unconditioned ones. It has also been found that rats sensibilized by tissue of hippocampus have difficulties in acquisition of CD at the earliest stages of the training. Possible significance of the immune and particularly autoimmune mechanisms in the processes of the animal learning is discussed.